
The Massive Accrual Of Insufficient Data

Storing one test here and another one there, in her effort to accrue the mountain of data 
now deemed necessary in days of an extra-benevolent accountability (a statistical evidence 
required as validation for the continual mandating and subsequent carrying out of yet more 
financially lucrative innovations) – Ms. D ran herself ragged. 

Sending out massive emails in the effort to describe upcoming tests, exam schedules and 
administrative expectations, Ms. D appended complicated lists of student names.  Taking over 
the public address system, Ms. D loudly interrupted classes to monotonously read out name upon 
name upon name.  Unconditionally?  Students were expected (oh, now, do not question this) to 
take tests when scheduled.  There was simply no room, nor tolerance, for an exception. 

If, over the years?
Well, if a student attending junior or senior classes had managed to earn only enough 

credits to be listed as a ninth or tenth grader – well, damnitall, that student must now be pulled 
out of her or his upper-level classes and repeatedly forced through a battery of testing until she or 
he had the common courtesy to illustrate an accepted level of achievement.  

And if, upon registration, a student’s parents had checked a box to suggest that their 
child’s first language had not been English?  Well, despite an acceptable (heck, despite even an 
irreproachable) academic performance; oh, undoubtedly this student must be methodically taken 
from his or her classes and aggressively tested in order to accumulate the unbending proof that 
this parent-identified different child?

Was still, clearly and problematically, different.
For any student who had been precipitately shifted into the suddenly added classes for 

intervention: oh, very logically this child must now be systematically released from these classes 
in order to undergo a repeatedly obligatory testing.  How else to accrue the statistical data 
necessary to prove that this test-score-deficit-labeled student continued to require the classes 
from which he or she must now be continually removed?

And if, unexpectedly; well if, one day, out of the blue, a student with a previously 
exhibited poor attendance wandered into a classroom and sat down: immediately sending this 
child back out of the classroom – compelling him or her to exit the academic environment in 
order to undergo a mandatory make-up testing – well, in data-dependent days?  

Nothing held more relevance than the hunting down and testing of non-attending 
students.  Making physical trips to homes, condominiums, apartments, homeless shelters and, if 
necessary, parked cars, in the effort to bring truant students back to school.  Oh no, not to sit, 
irrelevantly, inside rigorously protected instructional classrooms, but, much, much more 
imperatively?  

To complete an increasingly ordered series of exams.*†º
After all: producing, collecting, orchestrating, filing, ordering and binding.
Color coding, graph creating, visibly diagraming and chart filling.  
This, surely?
Was the stuff of a modern-day liability.

	
 Bad teachers – who noticed?  
	
 Outspoken educators who yet held the audacity of calling attention to themselves; bad 
teachers who (shocking, in modern days) yet felt it logical to stand up and make an effort to turn 
on the light; unhelpfully selfish employees who yet thought it necessary to publicly mention the 
counter-productive lack of respect for both a student class time and a protectively uninterrupted 



(and essentially contiguous) academic instruction?  Oh, with great determination resistant 
educators like these were pointedly, and very decisively, ignored.  
	
 Even, if necessary?
	
 Mercilessly plowed under.  
	
 Because, as both Ms. D and the burgeoning club of self-promoting school reformers who 
now hovered cloyingly around her knew – in days of an über-modern student-centered, test-
score-based reform?
	
 The practice of an invasively repeated testing (followed by a necessarily mandated re-
testing) was much, much more important than any explicitly hard-won and carefully protected 
education.  Wasn’t it, after all, our proclaimed-as-expert government now so loudly and 
aggressively professing this to be true?

*What reform supporters never discussed: When original state testing regulations harshly penalized schools by 
issuing a debilitating score of zero for each “un-tested” (absent) student, abruptly hired test consultants quickly 
caught on and thus allowed for notable “gains” simply by assertively finding, and then inflexibly testing, every 
single child.  Even a low score is better than zero.  As test score results inevitably rose, schools were publicly lauded 
for having miraculously produced a “better achievement.”  

†As the years of a no-excuses testing passed, this method for strategically garnering a suddenly recognized 
“achievement” continued as reform gurus taught themselves in how to: (1) laboriously erase all extraneous markings 
which  had previously invalidated tests; (2) aggressively control testing environments to eliminate penalties for a 
student use of ink, crayon or marker; (3) preemptively identify and eliminate non-attending or imprisoned students 
from school rosters before testing dates; (4) assertively process the necessary paperwork for moving special-needs 
and ELL students to alternate programs – across town. 

ºIn the initial years of testing, as test specialists were hired and a tactical use of penalty-avoiding strategies was put 
into play, test scores notably rose.  Clinging to the theory that invasively administered reforms and not the 
intentional elimination of penalties had created this early years’ success, those who most promoted test-invasive 
reforms gained national prominence even as, over time, test scores began to flatline and fall.


